
A new bundle for PAYDAY 2™ - The Midland Bundle
& Southbound Tailor Pack released today

Starbreeze Studios and OVERKILL are happy to announce one new bundle and one new DLC
for PAYDAY 2. We’re releasing the bundle and tailor pack starting up a brand new story arc for
PAYDAY 2.

Two new paid DLCs released today
● PAYDAY 2: Midland Bundle - $9,99
● PAYDAY 2: Southbound Tailor Pack - $2,99

The two DLCs added to the Bundle in May and June respectively
● PAYDAY 2: McShay Weapon Pack - $3.99
● PAYDAY 2: Midland Ranch Heist - $6.99

The Midland Bundle and the Southbound Tailor Pack will be available on Steam on April 20th,
followed by the McShay Weapon Pack on May 11th, lastly, the Midland Heist on June 15th.

Midland Bundle
We’ve changed how we package our DLC’s. This bundle contains 3 DLC’s released over the
next few months. This serves not only to give the best price to those who invest in us early, but
also gives our team the time they need to finish every piece of content without a huge release
deadline of having everything released at once looming in the distance.

The Midland bundle is set as a static bundle, meaning it’s giftable through Steam, it does mean
however that players are unable to ‘top up’ as is possible with some of our other bundles, it also
means that purchasing one DLC outside of the Bundle will prevent you from getting the Bundle
afterwards.
In addition to the Southbound Tailor Pack released today the Bundle will add the McShay
Weapon Pack, containing 3 new weapons: an LMG, a Sniper Rifle, and a Grenade Launcher

https://sbz.studio/MidlandBundleSBZS
https://sbz.studio/SouthboundTailorPackSBZS


able to fire a new type of grenade. In the same DLC, we get 6 weapon charms, 2 exclusive
weapon sets and 9 weapon mods. The McShay weapon pack is released May 11th.
Rounding off the pack is the Midland Ranch Heist which releases on June 15th.

Southbound Tailor Pack
The Payday Gang gets contacted with an offer. Renowned smuggler, Gemma McShay offers a
new and lucrative opportunity in Texas. As a gesture of good will, she sends the crew a
shipment of new outfits, allowing the heisters to blend in as they head southbound to Texas.To
sweeten the deal, she gives us a taste at what kind of goods she can provide, not least of which
is a type of grenade new to the Payday Crew.
The Southbound Tailor Pack contains two Outfits Trailblazer & Rough Rider each with 4
variations. Also included in the Tailor Pack; 2 Masks in 7 variations, 3 baseball cap variants, 4
cowboy hats variants and 4 glove variants.

Check out the website for more information.

Also, you’re very welcome to join the PAYDAY community on Steam (incidentally, the biggest
Steam community of any game) and the official PAYDAY 2 server on Discord!

---
About PAYDAY 2
PAYDAY 2 is an action-packed, four-player co-op shooter that lets gamers don the masks of the original
Payday Gang - Dallas, Hoxton, Wolf and Chains - as they embark on an epic crime spree across the
USA.

---------------

With more than 7 million community members on the main PC digital distribution platform Steam,
PAYDAY 2 has had more than 200 paid and free updates since its release in 2013. First launched in 2011,
PAYDAY is a cooperative first-person shooter computer and video game franchise with more than 18
million units sold on PC, SteamOS, PlayStation™ 3, Xbox 360, PlayStation™ 4, Xbox One and the
Nintendo™ Switch systems. PAYDAY 2 in VR is also available for existing owners of PAYDAY 2 on Steam
for the HTC Vive and the Oculus Rift headsets.

You can download the latest press assets for the PAYDAY 2: Texas Heat campaign here:
https://sbz.link/presskit

For more information, please contact:
Staffan Nyström, VP of Publishing, Starbreeze AB. Tel: +46(0)8-209 208, email: press@starbreeze.com
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